12 suspects eyed in hijackings; grim search for victims goes on

Few survivors found in day of fervent action

Gloom envelops an unflappable city

Markets shut

US asks NATO, big powers, and Pakistan for help

Feeling a stigma

More victims

BOSTON - The worst is not over, officials say.

By Raphael Lewis

A New Yorker protecting self and children

FAA boosts security; Logan opening unclear

By Fred Kaplan
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Full coverage of the attack aftermath, A2-21.

Full report: Page B8

Discussion of the attack and what it could mean in shaping defense strategy and intelligence, Page A8

THE WEATHER

Today: partly sunny, 70-80 F.

High: 79-82, Low: 64-69.

Tuesday: sunny, 80-85 F.

High: 82-84, Low: 61-65.

Wednesday: mostly cloudy, 75-80 F.

High: 78-80, Low: 61-65.

Thursday: partly cloudy, 72-79 F.


Friday: mostly cloudy, 70-76 F.


Saturday: mostly cloudy, 65-74 F.


Sunday: mostly cloudy, 69-78 F.

High: 71-77, Low: 54-63.
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13 men trained to be pilots are key to probe

By Kevin Cullen and Matthew Breisler

Three men who were trained as pilots have emerged as the central figures in the hijacking of two Boston-to-Los An-

gles flights that were deliberately crashed into the World Trade Center towers.

A U.S. official said that the trio are de-


duced of their training was performed at
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In Boston, preparations began for sweeping new se-

curity measures at Logan International Airport, the ori-

gin of two of the flights that were commandeered early Thursday and flown to the World Trade Center in New York.

Terrorist attacks. Several former New England ex-

changes closed until at least Friday, and the state agency re-

buffed federal help in mounting a defense in

cases.

By Mitchell Zuckoff

No planes landed last night at the Logan

International Airport would reopen by

tomorrow, urging New Yorkers to "get out, don't

be locked in."''
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